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Contents
This collection of A.I. Doyle's papers relate principally to the academic and some of the personal activities of a major figure in late medieval manuscript and early modern book scholarship, and especially the collections in Durham, and also to the wider interests of someone very much involved in more general administrative and historical issues in the North East. There are some files concerning his personal life and career development, and many files on the manuscripts in Durham and related research topics, his teaching for the university, a quantity of related audiovisual material with images of manuscripts and also the locale, and the occasional object. There are also some files about Ian's library colleague I.J.C. Foster (1908-1978) and especially Ian's administration of his legacy.

Arrangement
A Personal papers
B Durham and North-East England files
C Research files
D Audiovisual material
E Objects
F Foster files
G Teaching files
H Books

Biography
Anthony Ian Doyle (AID), the distinguished medievalist and palaeographer, was born in Liverpool on 24 October 1925, and schooled by the Christian Brothers at St Mary’s College, Great Crosby. Debarred by asthma from wartime military service, he went up to Cambridge (Downing College) at the age of only 17, where he read English under F. R. Leavis, and graduated with a double first in 1945. Although his first publications (some while still an undergraduate) were on modern literature, he turned for his doctoral research to Middle English, and to the study not of texts but of the production and circulation of manuscripts. This was to be foremost among his research interests throughout his life. His Ph.D. thesis, accepted in 1953, was entitled 'A Survey of the Origins and Circulation of Theological Writings in English in the 14th, 15th and 16th Centuries with Special Consideration of the Part of the Clergy Therein'. The remarkably extensive survey of manuscripts he conducted for it underpinned much of his own later work, and influenced many other scholars in the emerging new discipline of codicology.

Although AID seemed initially bent on an academic career, part-time employment by Downing College library during his doctoral research gave him some introductory experience of librarianship, and in 1950 he was appointed to a post as Senior Library Assistant in Durham University Library, where the medieval collections, including a number of Middle
English manuscripts, had particular attractions for him. He spent the rest of his career here (Keeper of Rare Books 1959-82, Reader in Bibliography 1972-85). The remarkable depth and range of knowledge he built up of the manuscript and early book collections of the University, Cathedral and Ushaw College libraries, is unlikely ever to be equalled. It is reflected in his numerous publications on individual collections and collectors, and in the catalogue of the University Library’s medieval manuscripts. Almost complete at the time of his death and now available in draft online [insert link], the catalogue’s preparation was a major preoccupation of his years both in post and in retirement, and his draft descriptions and accumulated notes on individual manuscripts occupy many of his personal research files.

AID played a central part in the development of the University library, and especially its special collections, throughout his career here. He was also a very active participant in university and city life more broadly. His interest in and knowledge of Durham’s collections extended to the historic buildings which house them, and to Durham Castle, where he was a leading figure in the senior common room and on the buildings and historic contents committee. He was active in the wider university, serving on senate and numerous committees, and also becoming much involved in city affairs, particularly in relation to Durham’s historic buildings and planning matters. He took a very active part in the learned societies of the area - Surtees Society, Architectural and Archaeological Society of Durham and Northumberland, and Durham Local History Society - contributing to their publications and serving on their councils and committees. Concern for the built environment was one of his major interests, and he served as a trustee of the City of Durham Trust for many years. He helped to found the Bow Trust, and until his last years played a leading part in its development of the redundant church of St Mary-le-Bow to house the Durham Museum and Heritage Centre. A devout Roman Catholic, his religious faith was central to his life. He was a parishioner of St Cuthbert’s in Durham for over sixty years, interested in and knowledgeable about its history and that of Catholicism in the North-East, and readily gave time to parish affairs, especially concerning the church building.

Nationally, he was a pioneer in the development of special collections librarianship in this country, never confined by artificial organisational barriers between manuscripts and print, always keen to contribute to major collaborative projects, and renowned for his helpfulness to users of collections. From his arrival in Durham onwards, his scholarly career continued to develop in parallel with his library career. In 1967 he gave a seminal series of Lyall lectures at Oxford on ‘Some English Scribes and Scriptoria of the Later Middle Ages’, and he continued to produce a steady stream of influential publications right to the end of his long life, valiantly defying the difficulties that impaired sight and hearing brought to his latter years. Famed for the generosity with which he shared the fruits of his researches with other scholars, he also gave significant time to committee work nationally, especially on the councils of the Bibliographic Society and the early English Text Society, the committees of the Rare Books Group and Sconul Manuscripts Group, the editorial board of the British Academy’s Corpus of Medieval British Library Catalogues, and the conferences of the Early Book Society. After the Sconul group’s demise he was active in founding AMARC (the Association for Manuscripts and Archives in Research), serving as its chair and then president.

He died on 4 February 2018.
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Related material - here
Administrative files of his time as Keeper of Rare Books in Durham University Library are to be found in the university's archive at UND/EA2/5.

He also features extensively in the general records of the University Library (UND/EA1), University College committees (UND/F1/B), the Surtees Society (SUS) and the Bow Trust (Add Ms 1788).
Related material - elsewhere
Cambridge University Library
AID's medieval manuscript files, transferred by his executors April 2019, list available
AID A1  1940 - 2005
Personalia birth certificate; school certificates (St Mary’s College Great Crosby 1940-1942); national identity card and national service acts grade card; passports; school and family photographs (father Edward and mother Norah, sister Sheila 1953, family home at Blundellsands, Liverpool, and photograph of AID in blazer as a school cup winner, 1941); invitation to Buckingham Palace garden party, 1994; menus etc of dinners in honour of AID, signed by the participants, Lumley Castle 1986, Durham Castle 1992, York medieval manuscripts conference 2005 (card thanking AID ‘for all you have done for us and for the discipline’).

Paper file

AID A2  1949 - 1991
Applications and appointments, for academic posts pre-Durham and his post and then promotions at Durham, including for some in 1953 which do not seem to have been submitted.

Paper file

AID A3  1958 - 2009
Autobiographica. Several different sets of autobiographical notes, texts, and notes for talks about his work, and entries for biographical directories:
- Autobiographical notes undated. 10p. Typescript, with Ms corrections and notes. 2 copies, with differences in the annotations. One copy has a stapled note at the front, ‘Autobiographical notes (unfinished)’.
- Curriculum vitae. 3p. Typescript, with Ms additions. Notes rather than a formal CV, compiled in the 1990’s and apparently left incomplete.
- ‘My researches in the history of books’, notes for a talk to members of the Senior Common Room of University College, Durham, with a related display of books and manuscripts, 2004. 8, 2p. Typescript, with Ms corrections and alterations, and with Ms notes at the end of possible items for display, and two pages of typescript notes headed ‘Exhibits 4/4/04’, describing items on display.
- ‘Memorandum from the Reader in Bibliography 1985’, notes by AID summarising his career in Durham University Library and setting out his concerns for the continuity of teaching provision after his forthcoming retirement as Reader in Bibliography. 2p. Typescript.
- Notes for a talk about the work of a special collections librarian, and his own experience of it in Durham University Library. 2p. Manuscript.
- Photocopy of a letter to the Vice-Chancellor, 7 March 2009, re his concerns about changes to the reference collection at Palace Green Library, in which he summarises his own career and experience as a special collections librarian in Durham. 2p.
- ‘My first eight or so years at Palace Green’, photocopy of Durham University Library Add Ms 864. 3p.
- File of correspondence and draft entries for various biographical directories.

Paper file
AID A4  1979 - 1996
Awards and distinctions, including Fellow of the British Academy.
Paper file

AID A5  1943 - 1953
Unpublished early reviews and letters to the editor of Scrutiny.
Paper file

AID A6  1969 - 2014
Lists of lectures and talks given by AID, publicity for some, and texts of some, including:
Paper file

AID A7  1956, 1990 - 2015
Correspondence with or about clergy and other Catholics, about Catholic Church matters, including an apostolic blessing from Pope John Paul II.
Paper file

AID A8  [c.2009]
Doyle of Durham Account by Ralph Hanna of AID’s contribution to Richard Rolle studies
[composed for an address to an Early English Text Society event honouring AID?]. With cavils and comments from AID in response.
Paper file

AID A9  1982 - 2011
Photographs of fellow medievalists and academic associates and occasions, including a visit to Japan, in action at the AASDN AGM 2011, with Consuelo Dutschke in Aquileio, and a group photo of an international symposium at Christ Church Oxford 1982.
Paper file
‘To be kept for University Library History’ : file so marked by AID, containing 9 subfiles
2. Correspondence relating to Durham Cathedral Library, Margot Johnson’s dismissal by the Dean and Chapter from its staff (which led to the blacking of the post by the Library Association), and subsequent developments.
3. Documentation relating to opposed views in 1973 about Special Collections policy and procedures for the cataloguing of early printed books.
4. ADB up to 1981.
5. ADB from 1982.
6. Wesley McCann.
7. RCN.
8. AID correspondence with the University Librarian 1993-2013. [This contains much historical information about the library buildings on Palace Green.]
9. AID’s monetary donations to the University.
10. Letter to Christine Purcell about the disposal of some of his books 2014.

Paper file

Access restrictions: Closed under GDPR until 2048

AID A11  1838
AID’s annotated copy of Catalogi veteres librorum ecclesiae Cathedralis Dunelm, Surtees Society 7.
Paper book

AID A12  1903
AID’s annotated copy of Rites of Durham, Surtees Society 107, with loosely inserted notes, facsimiles of mss, etc.
Paper book

AID A13  1953
AID’s Cambridge PhD thesis, ‘A survey of the origins and circulation of theological writings in English in the 14th, 15th, and early 16th centuries with special consideration of the part of the clergy therein’.
2 paper books

AID A14  [1950s]
Additions and corrections to the thesis. AID’s thesis as originally submitted was referred for correction and retyping. These files contain disbound sections of the thesis as originally submitted, with Ms annotations and corrections, and with later notes, correspondence, etc loosely inserted. The page numbering of the disbound sections does not correspond to the page numbering of the resubmitted and accepted version.
1. Compendia of elementary instruction & Compilations of elementary exposition
2. Translated books of vices and virtues
3. Native books of vices and virtues
4. Scriptural paraphrase and exegesis
5. Devotional theology: meditations and maxims
6. Translated and native books of contemplative doctrine
7. Lay book owners
8. Miscellaneous notes, correspondence etc
Paper file
AID A15 1972 - 2013
Correspondence about requests to consult the thesis and/or copy it.
Paper file

AID A16 2000 - 2014
Letters from publishers relating to several of AID’s individual publications.
Paper file

AID A17 1960 - [c.2000]
Addenda and corrigenda for publications by AID: file of notes and typescript lists, the
latter apparently compiled in connection with proposals for one or more volumes of
collected reprints of publications by AID.
Paper file

AID A18 1990 - c.2013
Correspondence with publishers about proposals for one or more volumes of collected
reprints of publications by AID, and notes and draft lists of suggested contents compiled
by him. The last and most elaborate of these, headed ‘Publications categorized’ and
last revised c.2013, divides his publications into five categories: General, Latin
manuscripts up to 1200, English manuscripts in the later Middle Ages, Durham Libraries,
collectors and binders, and Selected reviews. This last section appears to have been
left incomplete.
Paper file

AID A19 2018
Obituaries.
Paper file

AID A20 April 2019
Bibliography of AID’s publications, compiled by A.S.G. Edwards and Beth Rainey.
Paper file

AID A21 2019
Lists of AID files in his home compiled by Beth Rainey, some donated to DUL, and others
donated to Cambridge University Library, with also a list of Archives and Special
Collections files from his time as head compiled c.2003 by M.M.N. Stansfield.
Durham Research files

Durham Books and Manuscripts

AID B1  2008 - 2013
Lindisfarne Gospels locations [correspondence and other material relating especially to
the campaign in 2008/9 to return the Lindisfarne Gospels to the North-East, and
opposition to the proposal; AID played a leading part in organising the opposition], also
correspondence with Justin Welby bishop of Durham on the same issue.
Paper file

Durham Cathedral Library mss general and various, including lists of slides available,
and a photo of the case of Magdalene Pepys 1662.
Paper file

AID B3  [c.1990]
Durham Cathedral Library Ms A.III.32, talk about with images.
Paper file

AID B4  [1960s - 2000s]
Durham Cathedral Library Ms A.IV.34, notes and offprints about.
Paper file

AID B5  1990s
Durham Cathedral Library Ms A.IV.36, notes and correspondence.
Paper file

AID B6  [1990s]
Durham Cathedral Library Ms fragments.
Paper file

AID B7  [1990s]
Durham Cathedral Library C.IV.7 flyleaves (Leviticus fragment).
Paper file

AID B8  7 August 2008
Bede in Durham Cathedral Library: notes by Richard Gameson of material exhibited.
Paper file

AID B9  [1990s - 2000s]
Durham Priory books, papers, correspondence and offprints.
Paper file

AID B10  [c.1970s]
Neil Ker's notes on Durham Priory printed books and some mss.
Paper booklet, covers detached

AID B11  [1990s]
Ushaw Durham books (Priory), including Minsteracres and Yealand Conyers.
Paper file

AID B12  [1990s]
Durham Priory MSS elsewhere (see also files of Durham books and on Dispersal).
Paper file
AID B13  [1990s]
MS Laud Misc. 700, photostats.
Paper file

AID B14  [1990s]
York Ms XVI.I.12 (Durham), notes and papers.
Paper file

AID B15  [1990s]
Durham MSS in Cambridge libraries, catalogue entry fair copies.
Paper file

AID B16  [1990s]
Pforzheimer 1097, Durham monastic book in Texas, notes and correspondence.
Paper file

AID B17  [1980s]
J. Manby and the Ushaw binding fragment and other bindings with the same tool.
Paper file

AID B18  [1980s]
Printed books of the last monks of Durham: correspondence and copy of 1987 lecture.
Paper file

AID B19  [1990s]
York Minster Library Durham printed books.
Paper file

AID B20  [1990s]
Specimens of writing of Durham monks and ex-monks.
Paper file

AID B21  [1990s]
Durham monks: various notes on Durham scribes and scriptorium (loose papers, correspondence, notes by Michael Gullick and others).
Paper file

AID B22  [1990s]
Durham Priory manuscripts – dispersal 16/17th century.
Paper file

AID B23  [1970s - 1980s]
Durham dispersion of printed books and acquisitions.
Paper file

AID B24  [1990s]
Medieval mss with Durham links.
Paper file

AID B25  [1990s]
John Fishburn & G. Le Stiphel manuscripts.
Paper file

AID B26  [1990s]
Prior John Wessington manuscripts.
Paper file
AID B27  [1990s]
Cuthbert Tunstal and his books, notes, photocopies and offprints.
Paper file

AID B28  [1990s]
Pilkington notes.
Paper file

AID B29  [1990s]
Cosin MSS and other UL mss.; notes, correspondence and descriptions (all descriptions superseded versions?).
Paper file

AID B30  [1950s]
Sir Roger Mynors’ notes on Cosin MSS.
Paper book

AID B31  [1960s - 1990s]
Laurence of Durham articles, correspondence and images.
Paper file

AID B32  [1999]
Laurence & Reginald Conference notes, correspondence, and papers, including one by Michael [Gullick].
Paper file

AID B33  [1990s]
Cosin Ms fragments photocopies.
Paper file

AID B34  [1990s]
DUL medieval Add & SR MSS.
Paper file

AID B35  2004 - 2008
Paper file

AID B36  1998 - 2001
DUL fragments, notes and correspondence
Paper file

AID B37  [1990s]
Notes on fragments, printed and ms, found in DUL S.R.2.E.11, Beroaldus
Paper file

AID B38  1968
Durham and Ushaw Horae fragments: correspondence with David Rogers
Paper file

Cosin MSS & other PG items repair proposals
Paper file
AID B40  1948 - 2015
Durham Cathedral St Cuthbert’s shrine and relics, correspondence, papers and publications including *Ushaw Magazine* for July 1948 and March 1954, Colgrave’s copy of W. Brown *Where is St Cuthbert Buried?* (Durham 1897), and “The Story of an Old Mission” offprint from the *Ushaw Magazine*.
Paper file

AID B41  2001
“Bede’s bones”, Richard N. Bailey article offprint with letter.
Paper file

AID B42  [1990s]
Symeon continuations including De Chambre notes.
Paper file

AID B43  1990 - 1996
Historia Regum, CCC 139 and Ff.I.27, including correspondence with Paul Harvey and his Sawley map article.
Paper file

AID B44  2004 - 2012
Rites of Durham, notes, and also talk to the Friends of the Cathedral and copy of Lilian Groves *A Visitor’s ‘Rites of Durham’*.
Paper file

AID B45  [1990s]
Origin and succession of bishop of Durham (Origo episcopatus Dunelm) 1603
Paper file

AID B46  1978 - 2012
Robert Hegge, *Life of St Cuthbert* MSS etc, notes, papers, photocopies ad correspondence.
Paper file

AID B47  [1990s]
Christopher Watson’s History of Northumbria, notes.
Paper file

AID B48  [1990s]
Claxton & handwriting & John Richardson, photocopies and photographs of examples.
Paper file

AID B49  1990s
Paper file

AID B50  [1990s]
Claxton (& Co.?), notes and pedigrees of the Claxton and Pollard families, with a photograph of a conference in Cosin’s Library.
Paper file
AID B51  1981 - 1995
Tempest family book ownership, notes, papers and correspondence.
Paper file

AID B52  1976
Durham connections of the D-text of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, Derek Britton article and letter.
Paper file

AID B53  [1990s]
Extant early Northumbrian verse, notes.
Paper file

AID B54  1975 - 1993
I.M.E.P. Cosin and other Durham manuscripts, notes and copies of AID's “Problems in Recording the Contents of the Cosin Manuscripts”.
Paper file

AID B55  1990s
Lord William Howard and his collections, dispersal of manuscripts and books.
Paper file

AID B56  1975 - 2012
Bowlby family, photographs of book bindings and family portraits, with pedigrees, notes and correspondence, especially with Bishop Bowlby, for the Bow Trust.
Paper file

AID B57  1966 - 1975
List of Book of Common Prayer compilers in Mickleton & Spearman (MSP) Ms 44, correspondence.
Paper file


AID B58  1968 - 2013
Dewar's Extra-illustrated Hutchinson History, photocopies and correspondence.
Paper file

AID B59  2003
Villare Dunelmense, 1780: Ms bought by T. Takamiya, 2003, catalogue description by AID.
Paper file

AID B60  1907 - 1965
Paper file

AID B61  2007
Sherburn Hospital 1577 deed given to DCRO, notes, correspondence and photocopy.
Paper file

AID B62  1996
Neville’s Cross, photocopies and correspondence.
Paper file
AID B63  [c.2010]
Book ownership lists in Durham Probate Records 1669 and 1692 transcripts.
Paper file

AID B64  2014
Henry Bradshaw’s visit to Durham correspondence.
Paper file

AID B65  1991 - 2000
Local misc. (Matthew Thompson, antiquary; 17th c. Durham musical inventory; Cries of Durham; local sympathisers with the French Revolution; sandstone font found in Sunderland; notes on Old Durham)
Paper file

AID B66  1975
Local printed election ephemera.
Paper file

AID B67  [1990s]
Northumberland Record Office Durham material
Paper file

AID B68  1984 - 2012
Durham blind-stamped bindings, lists, rubbings, correspondence, offprints including W.S. Mitchell “Ushaw College Bindings” (*Libri*) and AID’s “Medieval blind-stamped bindings associated with Durham Cathedral Priory”.
Paper file

AID B69  1990s - 2014
PG Library binding notes and rubbings, and 2014 exhibition plan.
Paper file

AID B70  [1990s]
Routh binding notes and rubbings.
Paper file

AID B71  [1990s]
Medieval bindings in Durham including on books owned by AID lists.
Paper file

AID B72  [1990s]
Ushaw Ms 3 binding fragments notes and photocopies.
Paper file

AID B73  1975 - 1995
Blind-stamped and other early bindings tools and notes; includes correspondence with J.B. Oldham and Graham Pollard, and offprints.
Paper file

AID B74  1954
Paper book
AID B75  [1990s]
Hugh Hutchinson bindings, catalogue entries, notes, and offprint.
Paper file

AID B76  [1990s]
Lord William Howard Library bindings rubbed at Naworth
Paper file

AID B77  2016
Binding of AID’s copy of *Jewel’s Replie unto Mr Hardinge’s Answer* [book since given to DCL?], with copy of AID’s article re it in Constance Fraser Festschrift
Paper file

AID B78  1960
Oxford bindings with Ms pastedowns etc – Ker & Pearson, correspondence and rubbings.
Paper file

AID B79  1994
Cartmel bindings, letter and list
Paper file

AID B80  2015
Robert Ridley bindings, notes and correspondence.
Paper file

Durham Buildings

AID B81  1969 - [1990s]
Durham buildings (includes ‘Durham City Inventory of exterior and interior features of note’, notebook commenced by G.L. Harriss, and 'Notes on Durham buildings', notebook compiled by AID) with a letter from N. Pevsner 1969.
Paper file

AID B82  1973 - 2015
Durham Castle: Misc., notes, correspondence, photos of some fittings.
Paper file

AID B83  1836 - 2014
Durham Castle: Paintings in the Castle, copy inventories, photocopies of pictures, and correspondence.
Paper file

AID B84  2002 & 2016
Durham Castle: Proposal (abortive) for gift by AID of crucifix by Fenwick Lawson for Norman Chapel, correspondence.
Paper file

AID B85  1965 & 1972
Durham Castle: Black Stairs project ‘battles won’, correspondence and plans.
Paper file

AID B86  2011 - 2012
Durham Castle: Castle kitchen alterations, correspondence.
Paper file
AID B87  1990 - 1999
Paper file

AID B88  2000 - 2001
St Mary-the-Less in the South Bailey, reordering, correspondence on behalf of City of Durham Trust, reports, photographs and plans.
Paper file

AID B89  1979 - 1999
St Mary-le-Bow, correspondence, notes, and a notebook about possible exhibits.
Paper file

AID B90  [1990s]
Temporal Chancery of the Palatinate of Durham, possible display, notes, photocopies and photographs.
Paper file

AID B91  1966
St Godric’s Convent, Castle Chare (now known as St Anne’s), especially the stuccoed chamber, correspondence and descriptions.
Paper file

AID B92  1969 - 1972
University of Durham Development Plan 1969 draft and Durham City an interim traffic management study (1969) with some notes, newspaper cuttings and correspondence.
Paper file

AID B93  [1990s]
Durham Deanery graffiti photographs.
Paper file

AID B94  1993, 2009 - 2011
Pictures in Cosin’s Library, copies, photographs, lists, offprints and correspondence about their cleaning.
Paper file

AID B95  1960 - 1975
Cosin church and library craftsmen, notes, photocopies of documents, correspondence.
Paper file

AID B96  1958 - 1979
Cosin’s Library buildings and furnishings, notes and correspondence (including with Howard Colvin), and a copy of the 1913 Charity Commission scheme for Cosin’s Library.
Paper file

AID B97  1968 - 1972
Durham University Library: historical notes on accession numbers and accessioning procedures.
Paper file

AID B98  1958 & 1968
Palace Green Library old buildings - Exchequer – Restoration proposals.
Paper file
AID B99  2004 - 2005
Notes on Palace Green Library building and pictures, and Castle pictures, with some correspondence.
Paper file

Shakespeare First Folio

AID B100  2008 - 2010
Shakespeare First Folio: correspondence with A.J. West and reports about identifying it.
Paper file

AID B101  2008 - 2011
Shakespeare First Folio: case & trial of Raymond Scott, correspondence and newspaper cuttings.
Paper file

AID B102  2010 - 2011
Shakespeare First Folio: AID’s evidence, photocopies and correspondence.
Paper file

AID B103  2010 - 2012
Annotations in Cosin First folio, notes and photocopies.
Paper file

AID B104  2010
Shakespeare First folio: publicity after return, newspaper cuttings.
Paper file

AID B105  1977 - 2013
Paper file

AID B106  2007 - 2015
Paper file

Catholicism

AID B107  1950 - 1958
Recusancy manuscripts, lists and correspondence.
Paper file

AID B108  1957 - 1985
Recusancy in local mss: Miss A. Forster, Father W.V. Smith, Hugh Aveling et al, correspondence, lists, notes and some photocopies.
Paper file
AID B109  1978 - 2017
Paper file

AID B110  1959
Northern Catholic libraries, newspaper cuttings, correspondence and offprint of Father Benedict “An Old Yorkshire Library” (Irish Ecclesiastical Record 1933).
Paper file

AID B111  [1990s]
Catholics in Durham in the 16th and 17th centuries paper and notes.
Paper file

AID B112  1966 - 2010
Maire family & gravestone in St Giles, Durham, including offprint of A.M.C. Forster “The Maire Family of County Durham” (Recusant History 1970), photos of Maire House Gilesgate and the gravestone, notes and correspondence.
Paper file

AID B113  1967
Lawson of Brough Papers, notes and letter from Lady Lawson.
Paper file

AID B114  1988
English College, Valladolid, library, correspondence and papers about its condition, with a note about 2010.
Paper file

AID B115  2004 - 2005
Paper file

AID B116  1975 - 2013
Darlington Carmelites lists of books offered for sale, with notes and correspondence.
Paper file

AID B117  1970 - 1983
Darlington Carmelites book sales, extensive correspondence of AID with various booksellers, including a Sotheby sale catalogue of 22/23 July 1974 re selling their books, including various lists.
Paper file

St Cuthbert's Church, Durham, Old Elvet

AID B118  1965 - 2006
St Cuthbert's, Old Elvet: church building and decoration, correspondence and newspaper cutting with a booklet on the church's history 1827-1977.
Paper file
AID B119 [1990s] - 2012
St Cuthbert’s, Old Elvet: Parish history, transcripts and notes of sources, with some correspondence.
Paper file

AID B120 2010 - 2013
St Cuthbert’s, Old Elvet: Old Parish (Mission) Library, lists and correspondence.
Paper file

Ushaw College

AID B121 1964 - 1993
St Cuthbert’s, Old Elvet: Old Parish Library reports & correspondence re disposals.
Paper file

AID B122 1960 - 2003
Ushaw Library: history and sources evidence, correspondence and lists, including of medieval mss at Ushaw and Carmelite books for Ushaw.
Paper file

AID B123 1992 - 2003
Correspondence and notes re AID’s contribution to Helmut Gneuss Festschrift re Ushaw fragment of 8th century Gospel book.
Paper file

AID B124 2002
Ushaw Ms fragments, notes, photocopies and a letter.
Paper file

AID B125 1943 - 2012
Ushaw MSS, photocopies, correspondence and report on the 1976 SCONUL seminar at Ushaw and a 1943 *English Historical Review* offprint of “A Combined Manuscript of Geoffrey of Monmouth and Henry of Huntingdon”.
Paper file

AID B126 1968 - 2003
Paper file

AID B127 [1970s]
Ushaw incunabula catalogue (by order of date).
Paper file

AID B128 1956
Allison & Rogers *Catalogue of Catholic Books* review for *The Library*: material at Ushaw correspondence.
Paper file

AID B129 1989 - 2002
STC & Wing books at Ushaw: original listing by AID and later notes, and some correspondence.
Paper file
AID B130  1974 - 1976
Lisbon College Library, correspondence about its move to Ushaw and sales from it.
Paper file

AID B131  [c.1975]
English College Lisbon visit 1974: bindings rubbings, some of the books left there.
Paper file

AID B132  [1970s]
Ushaw bindings, some rubbings and photocopies.
Paper file

AID B133  2003
Shrewsbury RC Diocese Mss to go to Ushaw, correspondence and descriptions.
Paper file

AID B134  2012
Caroline Rendell, Textile conservation survey of Ushaw vestments collection.
Paper file

AID B135  1972 - 1992
Ushaw miscellaneous, including some correspondence and copies of Ushaw News July 2006 and Ushaw Magazine December 1972 with the Congregation photo individuals identified.
Paper file

AID B136  1983 - 2011
Ushaw Library: correspondence, notes etc re books proposed for sale.
Paper file

AID B137  2005 - 2006
Ushaw Big Library, sales correspondence and lists of books for sale.
Paper file

AID B138  2010 - 2011
Ushaw crisis papers (re closure of seminary), correspondence and newspaper cuttings, with also an obituary for Alastair MacGregor 2007.
Paper file
Personal Research Files
AID C1-109 [1950s - 2010s]
Notes, some images, draft catalogue entries etc for DUL manuscripts:
1. Add. Ms. 754 The Poor Caitiff
2. Add. Ms. 767 Peter Comestor etc
3. Add. Ms. 767 (2nd Folder - Correspondence about acquisitions) Peter Comestor etc
4. Add. Ms. 1648 Regular S. Augustini etc
5. Bamburgh Ms. Sel. 6 Psalterium. etc. (S. XII/XIII)
6. Bamburgh Ms. Sel. 25 Psalterium. etc. (S. XV)
7. Cosin Ms. V.I.1 Origen Homeliae in O.T.
8. Cosin Ms. V.I.2 Brevarium Sec. usum Ebor., cum notis, defect
9. Cosin Ms. V.I.3 Brevarium Sec. usum Sarum, cum notis, defect
10. Cosin Ms. V.I.3 (2nd Folder) Brevarium Sec. usum Sarum, cum notis, defect
11. Cosin Ms. V.I.4 P. Lombardus, in Psalms
12. Cosin Ms. V.I.5&6 P. Lombardus, Sententarium libri iv & P. Lombardus, Sententarium libri iv
13. Cosin Ms. V.I.6 (2nd Folder) P. Lombardus, Sententarium libri iv
14. Cosin Ms. V.I.7 Roger Waltham, Compendium Morale; etc
15. Cosin Ms. V.I.8 Anselm; Augustine
16. Cosin Ms. V.I.9 Giles of Rome, Gouvernement des Rois
17. Cosin Ms. V.I.10 J. de Mandeville (in French)
18. Cosin Ms. V.I.11 Aelred of Rielvaux; Achard of St Victor
19. Cosin Ms. V.I.11 (2nd Folder) Aelred of Rielvaux; Achard of St Victor
20. Cosin Ms. V.I.12 Ephrem Syrus; etc
21. Cosin Ms. V.I.13 Bernardus, Rabbi Samuel, Origen, H Suso, etc
22. Cosin Ms. V.II.1 Liber Numerorum, cum glossa
23. Cosin Ms. V.II.2 Ruth-Esther cum glossa, Aelred; Augustine
24. Cosin Ms. V.II.3 Augustinus, Methodius
25. Cosin Ms. V.II.4 Peter Aureolus; Tabula Patristica
26. Cosin Ms. V.II.4 (2nd folder) Peter Aureolus; Tabula Patristica
27. Cosin Ms. V.II.5 Miscellanea theologica, etc
28. Cosin Ms. V.II.5[?] Miscellanea theologica, etc
29. Cosin Ms. V.II.6 Symeon, Historia Ecclesiae Dunelm
30. Cosin Ms. V.II.6 (2nd Folder - Correspondence) Symeon, Historia Ecclesiae Dunelm
31. Cosin Ms. V.II.6 (3rd Folder - Quire 2 reconstruction) Symeon, Historia Ecclesiae Dunelm
32. Cosin Ms. V.II.7 William Peraldus, Summa de vitlis
33. Cosin Ms. V.II.8 Sermons of Odo, Peter of Rheims etc
34. Cosin Ms. V.II.8 (2nd folder) Sermons of Odo, Peter of Rheims etc
35. Cosin Ms. V.II.9 Quaestiones theologicae
36. Cosin Ms. V.II.10 Richard FitzNeale, dialogus de scaccario
37. Cosin Ms. V.II.11 Boethius, cum Comment. N. trivet etc
38. Cosin Ms. V.II.12 G. de Columnis, Ps. -Turpin, etc.
39. Cosin Ms. V.II.13 Chaucer Troilus and Criseyde; etc
40. Cosin Ms. V.II.14 J. Lydgate, Sege of Thebes; etc
41. Cosin Ms. V.II.15 Boethius, trans. J. Walton, De consolatione
42. Cosin Ms. V.II.16 J. Lydgate, Life of B.V.M.
43. Cosin Ms. V.II.17 Anseis de Carthage, Ogier le Danois (in French)
44. Cosin Ms. V.III.1 Laurentius Dunelm
45. Cosin Ms. V.III.1 (2nd Folder) Laurentius Dunelm
46. Cosin Ms. V.III.2 Sermones
47. Cosin Ms. V.III.3 Clemes V, Constitutiones; etc; Summae super Decretum
48. Cosin Ms. V.III.4 Bonifacius VIII, Liber sextus decretalium; etc
49. Cosin Ms. V.III.5 J. Mirk, Festial
50. Cosin Ms. V.III.6 Lollard dialogue
51. Cosin Ms. V.III.7 J. Mandeville, Peregrinatio
52. Cosin Ms. V.III.7 (2nd file - "watermarks") J. Mandeville, Peregrinatio
53. Cosin Ms. V.III.8(?) Pseudo-Bonaventure in English
54. Cosin Ms. V.III.9 Thomas Hoccleve
55. Cosin Ms. V.III.9 (2nd folder) Thomas Hoccleve
56. Cosin Ms. V.III.10 Medica, Astronomica, Grammatica, etc. (much in English)
57. Cosin Ms. V.III.11 Recipes, etc
58. Cosin Ms. V.III.12 E. de Evesham, Quadrilogus de T. Becket; etc
59. Cosin Ms. V.III.13 Pontificale cum notis
60. Cosin Ms. V.III.13(2nd Folder) Pontificale cum notis
61. Cosin Ms. V.III.14 Ralph Ardens, Sermones de Tempore
62. Cosin Ms. V.III.15 Jac. de Cessolis
63. Cosin Ms. V.III.16 (description) Miscellanea theologica
64. Cosin Ms. V.III.16 (2nd folder - notes) Miscellanea theologica
65. Cosin Ms. V.III.17 Usuardus, Martyrologium
66. Cosin Ms. V.III.18 Franciscan tracts on poverty
67. Cosin Ms. V.III.19 R. Higden, polychronicon extr.
68. Cosin Ms. V.III.20 Isidorus, ethymologiae; W. Brito, Vocabuli Bibliae
69. Cosin Ms. V.III.21 Manualae Sarum, cum notis
70. Cosin Ms. V.III.22 Visio Thurkilli; Polychronicon extr.; etc
71. Cosin Ms. V.III.23 Rosarium B.V.M. Reported as missing 1 July 1881; now B.L. Ms Egerton 1821, and catalogued as acquired in 1860, see Catalogue of Additions to the Manuscripts in the British Museum, 1854 - 1875, ii, (1877, repr. 1967), p. 889
72. Cosin Ms. V.III.24 Doctrine of the Hert; Tree, and Fruits of the Holy Ghost
73. Cosin Ms. V.IV.1 Medica (Latin, French and English)
74. Cosin Ms. V.IV.1(2nd Folder)
75. Cosin Ms. V.IV.2 Fasciculus Morum, abridged; etc
76. Cosin Ms. V.IV.3 Sunday sermons: Advent, Lent, Easter (in English)
77. Cosin Ms. V.IV.3 (2nd Folder) Sunday sermons: Advent, Lent, Easter (in English)
78. Cosin Ms. V.IV.4 Jan van Wackerzele, Life of St Barbara (in English)
79. Cosin Ms. V.IV.5 Statuta Angliae temp. Ed. III
80. Cosin Ms. V.IV.6 Contemplations of the dread and love of God
81. Cosin Ms. V.IV.7 Astrologia e Medica (Eng. & Lat.)
82. Cosin Ms. V.IV.8 Medical recipes in English
83. Cosin Ms. V.V.1 New Testament, etc. (in English)
84. Cosin Ms. V.V.2 A. de Insulis, etc
85. Cosin Ms. V.V.3 Sermones
86. Cosin Ms. V.V.3 (2nd folder) Sermones
87. Cosin Ms. V.V.4 Sermones; Sententiae; Alfraganus; etc
88. Cosin Ms. V.V.5 Horae
89. Cosin Ms. V.V.6 Kyriale Graduale, Tonale, etc
90. Cosin Ms. V.V.6 (2nd Folder - f. 79)
91. Cosin Ms. V.V.6 (3rd folder - descriptions and notes) Kyriale Graduale, Tonale, etc
92. Cosin Ms. V.V.6 (4th folder - correspondence) Kyriale Graduale, Tonale, etc
93. Cosin Ms. V.V.7 XXXXX; Synodalia
94. Cosin Ms. V.V.8 Radulphus; Origen; Bernard
95. Cosin Ms. V.V.9 Miscellanea (Lat., Eng. & Fr.)
96. Cosin Ms. V.V.9 (2nd folder) Miscellanea (Lat., Eng. & Fr.)
97. Cosin Ms. V.V.12 Devotionalia
98. Cosin Ms. V.V.12 (2nd folder) Devotionalia
99. Cosin Ms. V.V.13 Medica (partly in English or French)
100. Cosin Ms. V.V.14 Theologica
101. Cosin Ms. V.V.14 (2nd folder) Theologica
102. Cosin Ms. V.V.15 Williamm Rimington, Edmund Rich, Macer
103. Cosin Ms. V.V.16 Sarum Horae printed by W de Mckenzie now in Bodleian Library Oxford
104. Cosin Ms. V.V.16 (2nd folder) Sarum Horae printed by W de Mckenzie now in Bodleian Library Oxford
105. Cosin Ms. V.V.17 & 18 Biblia
106. Cosin Ms. V.V.19 Miscellenea theologica; De S. Johanne Bidlington.; etc
107. M&S Ms.27 Statuta Angliae
108. M&S Ms.57 Statuta Collegii de North Cadbury
109. M&S Ms.89 Peter of Limoges
109 paper files
AID C110-150 [1950s-2010s]
Biographical files
110. William Browne of Tavistock
111. George Davenport
112. George Davenport x other Cosin Ms. Provenances
113. John Heath + John Tempest as book-owners & Nicholas Freville
114. Henry Smith Charity and Bishop Cosins Almshouses
115. Thomas and Edward Rud: Cosin's & Cathedral Library
116. The Ruds & Cosin's Library
117. Bonomi (Ignatius)
118. Boruslawski
119. Edward Bradley (Cuthbert Bede)
120. Edward Bradley/ Cuthbert Bede: Pictures in Castle + University Library
121. J. Bouet
122. Bradley (Edward) = Cuthbert Bede
123. Cook Library
124. Comber, Thomas
125. F[ieldus] owner of manuscripts and printed books
126. Gilpin, Bernard
127. William Greenwell
128. Holmes, B.of G.F.
129. R. Hooker supposed annotations in Hebrew OT Paris 1543
130. John Jenison of Walworth, Co. Durham
131. F.J.W. Johnston
132. Lambert, J
133. Ralph Lindsay, & bust in Castle
134. Macdonalds, Thomas (of Durham)
135. Meade Falkner
136. Matthew Thompson
137. BP Thomas Morton's Sermon Newcastle 1639
138. Trueman, William & Thompson, Mathew
139. Dr C.W. Gibby
140. Local Obituaries - 20th century
141. Peter Isaac
142. Paneth, Colour Photos
143. Ramage, David
144. E.V. Stocks, Librarian 1901-1934
145. Victor Watts
146. Wilson, Dudley
147. Mirabilis Liber (see new Jennifer Britnell)
148. S.T. Coleridge: Annotations in CL Suarez
149. J. Swift's copy of Voltaire la Henriade
150. Diderot - Encyclopedie
41 paper files
AID C151-171  [1950s - 2010s]
Objects and Collections
151. Richard de Bury's chest from Exchequer Building
152. Chancery Court Armorial Painting - Restoration
153. Palace Green Library Old Buildings
154. Pictures in University Library
155. Sanderson Miller and Castle S.C.R. and Castle Tapestries
156. Durham Heraldry
157. Castle Exhibition Screens
158. George Allan of Darlington
159. George Allan
160. Howard of Naworth Library List
161. Howard Library Acquisition and missing books
162. Lord W. Howard's Handwriting
163. Photos of Howard Library in Tower Room at Naworth, and oratory
164. Henry Howard, Earl of Northampton: Manuscripts
165. N. Roscarrock & Lord William Howard
166. Bishop Maltby and his Library
167. Pratt Green Hymn Collection
168. Winterbottom Collection (S) - Durham & Newcastle
169. Routh
170. Weardale Chest
171. Thomas Wright
22 paper files

AID C172-178  [1950s - 2010s]
Administration
172. Centre for 17th Century Studies, with a photo of the Centre Working Party [c.2005]
173. 17th Century M.A.: Students, Pass lists etc
174. Harriot Seminar & Committee Papers
175. Harriot Seminar Exhibits from Durham
177. Alnwick Castle Library Loans of H Percy's Books
178. The Historical Association: A Voice for History
7 paper files
AID C179-242  [1950s - 2010s]
Research Subject Files
179. Old Buildings of Palace Green Library
180. History of Old Buildings and Special Collections
181. Bamburgh Library - Sharp Family
182. Sharp Family (plastic file)
183. Bamburgh Books
184. Bamburgh Catalogue of Sharp Family
185. Bamburgh Sel. 13 End Leaves; Photos
187. Bamburgh Sel. 98-112
188. Staffordshire Catholic History (75 pg book)
189. Duplicate of C.H. Beaglehole’s thesis “The Life and Times of Dr. Isaac Basire”
190. Isaac Basire
191. Cosin & Basire Letter Guard Books
192. MS. with Cosin Ref. At Alection (not brevint?)
193. John Cosin Junior
194. Pamphlets Re Cosin & his Library
195. Cosin's publications & copies
196. 1969 Tercentenary Exhibition & Reception in Cosin Library
197. Cosin's Library. Documents relating to
198. Cosin's Correspondence
199. Cosin & his Library, general enquiries and answers
200. Cosin as Collector
201. Cosin's sources for books - Lecture & Further Notes
202. Cosin & Cathedral Library
203. Cosin Lecture Notes
204. Cosin as a Library maker
205. Cosin Liturgies
206. Cosin's Annotations in his Books
207. Cosin's Handwriting
208. Cosin's Library - Evidence on his acquisitions handling, etc
209. Gifts to Cosin
211. French Books
212. Paper-Cased Brochures from France?
213. Peterhouse Library Pressmarks
214. Hoffman: Cosin in Cambridge
215. Cambridge Bindings
216. Cosin Post Medieval Manuscripts
217. Cosin Post-Medieval Manuscripts
218. Cosin Ms. B.II.7, Holden, Subsequently at Ushaw
219. Former Cosin Ms B.II.7 new Ushaw College UCH 408
220. Cosin Lectures - Correspondence Concerning
221. Bishop Cosin’s library: Scheme of Charity Commissioner 1913 & Defence 2004
222. Prints of Cosin’s Library and Books
223. Photo of Interior of Cosin Library
224. Cosin & Crewe Portraits - Photos
225. Cosin's buildings & furnishings picture frieze and separate ones
226. Cosin Librarians
227. R. Harrison
228. Cosin's Library after Cosin
229. Cosin's Library after Cosin (2nd File)
230. Volker's Trevor File
231. Correspondence about Catalogues of Cosin Printed Books and Manuscripts
232. Cosin's Library: intro to printed catalogues
233. Cosin's Library: printed books: catalogue introduction
234. Cosin's Library Damp Problems
235. Mickleton & Spearman MS. 9
236. Mickleton & Spearman MSS
237. Mickleton & Spearman MSS
238. Mickleton & Spearman MSS
239. Mickleton & Spearman Construction Application
240. Dean Honywood of Lincoln
241. Correspondence and photos re Sarum Horae
242. Ficino Epistolae 1495 with Autograph Letter & Connections
63 paper files
AID C243-284  [1950s - 2010s]
Research Files
243. Special Collections Sub Committee
244. Appeal 1982
245. P. Kaufman: History of Libraries
246. Collaboration in Cataloguing & use of Local Material
247. Ampleforth Abbey Library
248. Bishop Moorman's Library (Now at Hawarden)
249. Moorman Manuscripts now at Hawarden
250. Raby Castle & Wynyard
251. Carlisle Cathedral Library
252. CC + UL Collaboration - HL
253. Cathedral Library
254. Durham Cathedral Library
255. Cathedral Medieval MSS
256. J. Thompson's Article [on university statutes]
257. Rare books survey C.L.
258. Bowes Museum: Notes on books, manuscripts & bindings (see also separate copy of valuation + catalogue)
259. Cathedral Post-Medieval Mss
260. Cathedral Library Add. Mss
261. Rare Books Survey Reeds U.L.
262. Newcastle Cathedral Library (meant to be deposited in NUL)
263. J. Day & Newcastle City Library
264. Newcastle Literary & Philosophical Society: List of Older Books
265. London Library Diploma Theses
266. Ampleforth Portifory Sarum
267. York Minster Library
268. Ushaw - Correspondence with A. Macgregor
269. F. Payne's Hon Degree Ushaw Magazine Dec[ember]
270. Ushaw Medieval MSS
271. Ushaw Medieval MSS (2nd Folder)
272. Ushaw College Mss.1-6
273. Ushaw College Ms. 7
274. Ushaw College Ms. 8
275. Mss Related to Ushaw Ms. 10 - Sales
276. Ushaw College Mss. 10 & 14
277. Ushaw College Ms. 11
278. Ushaw College Ms. 14
279. Ushaw College Ms. 18
280. Ushaw College Ms. 19
281. Ushaw College Ms. 20
282. Ushaw College Ms. 28
283. Ushaw College Ms. 29
284. Ushaw College Ms. 30
41 paper files
AID C285-298  [1950s - 2010s]
Cosin manuscripts in general
285. Medieval manuscripts cataloguing project - administrative documents
286. Copies of lists of Ushaw manuscripts to go to DUL
288. C.L. Caxton Bindery and Newcastle University Library catalogue
289. Correspondence with Boydell about the possible publication of the [Cosin] catalogue
290. Bindings general information
291. Cosin manuscripts in general.
292. Sermons checked with Schneyer's Nachlass at Bochum and visit to Bochum
293. Cosin's Library rough notes on bindings
294. Hugh Hutchinson of Durham c.1662-97 bindings
295. Waghorn bindery, Freeman and other 18th century local bindings
296. Unidentified 18th and 19th century local bindings
297. Cathedral Library manuscript music bindings
298. David Pearson on Durham bindings and addenda
14 paper files
Audio-visual Material
AID D1/1/1-30  [1960s]
Durham city views and events, including Durham Castle, Miners' Gala, Hatfield College, Old Elvet, Palace Green Library, Cosin's Hall, Crossgate, Crook Hall, Cathedral, Elgey's Yard, Gilesgate, new Leazes Road, Kepier Hospital, New Elvet, Palmer's Close, Quarry, Frankland Farm, St Mary's, Elvet Bridge, Sherburn Road estate, Old Durham, Magdalen Steps, Baths Bridge, Gilesgate, River Wear, Kepier Hospital, Cathedral, Sands, Castle Bishop's Rooms
1/1-4 Barbecue, 1963, 4 views
2/1-10 Bridges: 2/1-2 New Baths Bridge, 2 views; 2/3 Baths Bridge and Racecourse; 2/4 Elvet Bridge and Castle; 2/5-6 Elvet Bridge, 2 views; 2/7 Kingsgate Bridge in the snow; 2/8 Kingsgate bridge scaffolding; 2/9 Kingsgate Bridge under construction; 2/10 Prebend's Bridge
4/1-30 Cathedral and Cathedral Close: 4/1 Cathedral Graveyard at crocus time, April 1963; 4/2 Cathedral, back of Union debating hall and Divinity House from UL Stack 5 Court fire escape April 1963; 4/3 Cathedral Tower, back of Union and Divinity House from UL Stacks, April 1963; 4/4 Durham from 7 Tree Hill Top (Whinney Hill); 4/5 Cathedral from Owengate; 4/6 Galilee Painting in Galilee Chapel of cathedral, top touching bishop; 4/7 Galilee Painting in Galilee Chapel of cathedral, layman lighter; 4/8 Galilee Painting in Galilee Chapel of cathedral, top touching knight; 4/9 Bridge below cathedral with snow; 4/10 Cathedral from Prebend's bridge in the snow; 4/11 College House from Banks; 4/12 Castle and Cathedral; 4/13 Cathedral; 4/14 Cathedral and Palace green at distance (from cathedral chapel roof?); 4/15 Cathedral (underexposed); 4/16 Cathedral from Keep Terrace; 4/17 Cathedral from ?; 4/18 Durham from WSW; 4/19 Cathedral from Johnston School; 4/20 Cathedral West Front and Monk’s Wall; 4/21 Cathedral from Abbey House; 4/22 Cathedral through Grey; 4/23 Cathedral and Castle from New Road Leazes Road; 4/24 Cathedral from West; 4/25 Cathedral from St Aidan's; 4/26 Durham from Maiden Castle; 4/27 City from Crook Hall; 4/28 Cathedral from St M’s Graveyard; 4/29 Cathedral and Castle from Bede; 4/30 Cathedral West Tower
5/1-13 Colleges: 5/1 View from Collingwood; 5/2 8A, Bailey House 1962, Hatfield College; 5/3-4 Hatfield Hall, 2 views; 5/5-6 Hatfield Rectory, 2 views; 5/7 St Mary’s; 5/8 Trevelyan, St Mary’s and Cathedral; 5/9 Trevelyan College; 5/10 Van Mildert Hall and Lake (reversed); 5/11 Van Mildert (reversed); 5/12-13 Van Mildert JCR, 2 views
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6/1-3 County Hall: 6/1 New County Hall and Observatory Field; 6/2 New County Hall from St Aidan’s; 6/3 Looking from Chains at Crook Hall + County Hall
7/1-5 Crook Hall: 7/1-2 Crook Hall, 2 views; 7/3 Crook Hall from Gate; 7/4 Rachel Harriss at Crook Hall; 7/5 Rachel Harriss at Crook Hall, doorway
8/1 Crossgate Ensemble
9/1-5 DLI Colours Presentation: 9/1 Preparing for Princess Alexandra, Palace Green from possibly the Castle gatehouse or Garden Stairs; 9/2 Princess Alexandra on Palace Green from Garden Stairs (?); 9/3 TTTV on Roof of Exchequer for DLI Colour presented by Princess Alexandra 1963; 9/4 DLI colour parade 1963; 9/5 DLI colour parade with Princess Alexandra, 1963
10/1-5 Dunelm House: 10/1 Building Dunelm house with Kingsgate bridge; 10/2-3 Dunelm House from East, 2 views; 10/4 Dunelm House from North; 10/5 Dunelm House and Cathedral
11/1-7 Durham Long Views: 11/1 Palace Green (from cathedral chapel roof?); 11/2 Palace Green (underexposed) (from cathedral chapel roof?); 11/3 South St from library; 11/4 Fellows Garden Wall and South Street in the snow; 11/5 Edge of Divinity House and view out over Durham in the snow from library roof; 11/6 Railway viaduct and North Road in the snow from Castle Roof; 11/7 Durham from Parson’s Field
12/1 Durham Quarry, Hoveringham (Shincliffe)
14/1-5 Durham War Games: 14/1 Durham War-Games, Castle Entrance, defenders; 14/2 Durham War-Games, Castle Entrance, attackers; 14/3 Durham War-Games, Palace Green, musketiers; 14/4 Durham War-Games, Castle Entrance, battle is joined; 14/5 Durham War-Games, Castle Entrance, the defences are breached
15/1-11 Gilesgate and Claypath: 15/1 Going Down Gilesgate; 15/2 Going Up Gilesgate; 15/3 Gilesgate Green from Sherburn Road; 15/4 18th century Gilesgate gone Elgey’s Yard; 15/5-6 Elgey’s yard, 2 views; 15/7 St Giles, 2.45pm 9/12/62; 15/8 Gilesgate from Crook Hall; 15/9 Old Durham + Sherburn Road Estate from River; 15/10 New Road from Claypath under construction; 15/11 Shoe scraper (Claypath?)
16/1-7 HT and friends/colleagues: 16/1-2 HT 1963, 55 South Street, cathedral in background, 2 views; 16/3 HT? (Hilary?) in front of window castle in background, 55 South Street; 16/4 HT looking out of a window; 16/5 HT over desk; 16/6 HT on Broken Wellis (?) path (possibly path by Wear, bridge in background); 16/7 Cranfields
17/1-8 Kepier, Frankland and Framwellgate Moor: 17/1 Kepier Hospital; 17/2 Kepier Hospital and Manor House arcade; 17/3 Kepier Development; 17/4 Framwellgate development; 17/5 Frankland Farm from other bank; 17/6 Kepier Hospital & Framwellgate Moor Estate; 17/7 Above Kepier Hospital; 17/8 Above Kepier
18/1-2 Library: 18/1 New library; 18/2 Palmer’s Close from library
19/1-6 Marketplace and Surroundings: 19/1 Marketplace statue; 19/2 St Nicholas etc from New Road; 19/3 Photograph of an artist’s impression of the Town Hall; 19/4 Magdalen Steps and Fleshergate; 19/5 Possibly City Wall, from site of Prince Bishop’s Shopping centre development; 19/6 Possible piece of top of City Wall
20/1-4 Maiden Castle and Old Durham: 20/1-2 Maiden Castle Woods, 2 views; 20/3 Pelaw Woods and Old Durham Farm; 20/4 Old Durham
21/1-2 Milburngate: 21/1 Milburngate under way; 21/2 Milburngate house building
22/1-26 Miners Gala: 22/1-3 Framwellgate Bridge, North Road and Railway Viaduct from Castle Roof, 21/07/62, 10am, 3 views; 22/4 Framwellgate Bridge and North Road, 21/07/62, about 10.30am; 22/5 View over Old Elvet and Pelaw Banks from Castle Roof, Miners' Gala day 21/07/62, 11am; 22/6 Shire Hall, Gasworks etc from Castle Roof, 21/07/62; 22/7 North Road and St Godric's from Castle Roof, 21/07/62; 22/8 North Road from Roof of Castle Hall, 21/07/62; 22/9 Miners' Gala procession to Cathedral taken from Palace Green 21/07/62, 2.30pm; 22/10 Miners' Gala approaching Cathedral from Palace Green 21/07/62; 22/11 Miners' Gala approaching Cathedral (Divinity House behind) 21/07/62; 22/12 Miners' Gala entering the cathedral 21/07/62, 2.30pm; 22/13 Miners' Gala 1963 departing racecourse, St Hild's and A. Bevan banner; 22/14 Miners' Gala 1963, Old Elvet; 22/15 Miners' Gala 1963, departing; 22/16-19 Miners' Gala 1963, Old Elvet, 4 views; 22/20 Miners' Gala 1963, New Elvet; 22/21-23 Miners' Gala Entry, 1963 from Castle, 3 views; 22/24-25 Miners’ Gala 1963, Palace Green, 2 views; 22/26 Miners’ Gala 1963, Old Elvet Return

23/1-6 New Elvet: 23/1 New Elvet 1968, from Palmer’s Garth; 23/2-3 New Elvet, 2 views; 23/4 Junction of New and Old Elvet; 23/5 New Elvet, (from current location of Kingsgate Bridge 2021); 23/6 Photograph of a black and white photograph of an old street possibly New Elvet

24/1-8 North Bailey: 24/1 Prof W.B. Fisher, the PO, and Probate Court, N. Bailey, May 1963; 24/2 North Bailey; 24/3-4 North Bailey in snow, 2 views; 24/5-6 Dun Cow Lane in snow, 2 views; 24/7 Dun Cow Lane and Bridge Allen (in red) in snow; 24/8 New Building using 18th century feature on North Bailey

25/1-9 Old Elvet: 25/1 St Cuthbert’s RC Church; 25/2 Assize Court Garden; 25/3 Assize Court Garden and Trees; 25/4 Assize Court and Trees; 25/5-6 Old Elvet in the snow, 2 views; 25/7-8 Old Elvet Trees, 2 views; 25/9 Old Elvet End

26/1-13 Palace Green: 26/1-2 Cosin’s Hall and Almshouses, 2 views; 26/3 Almshouses from library roof in the snow; 26/4 Cosin’s Hall in the snow from Library roof; 26/5 Old Exchequer, Cosin’s Library and Fellows Garden from Old Wall, July 1962, from West; 26/6 Library and Chapterhouse (underexposed); 26/7 NH (underexposed); 26/8 Palace Green (underexposed); 26/9 Palace Green in snow; 26/10 Palace Green in snow (underexposed); 26/11 Palace Green west side from Abbey House; 26/12 Palace Green, 9/12/62, 11 am; 26/13 Palace Green

27/1-3 Racecourse and The Sands: 27/1 Old Durham Bank from Parson’s Field; 27/2 Racecourse; 27/3 The Sands

28/1-2 Ushaw College, 2 views

29/1-13 Wear and Banks: 29/1 Wear in spate, January 1963; 29/2 The Wear in spate; 29/3 Banks of Wear; 29/4-5 The Wear from Kingsgate Bridge, 2 views; 29/6 Wear from Kingsgate Bridge looking South; 29/7 Banks of Wear and New Bridge; 29/8 River Wear Scout Garden; 29/9 Durham below Elvet 1965; 29/10 Wear on way to Finchale; 29/11 Left Bank of Wear on Way to Finchale, Quarry for Castle or Cathedral?; 29/12 In Kepier Gorge (Wear Valley); 29/13 Wear, Elvet Bridge and beyond (from approximate current location of Student Union 2021)

30/1-5 Wharton Park: 30/1-4 Statue of Neptune in Wharton Park, 4 views; 30/5 Wharton Park Obelisk

266 x 35mm colour slides in card or plastic mounts
AID D1/2/1-41  [1960s]
1-3 Auckland Castle Chapel, 3 views
4-6 Auckland Castle Chapel ceiling, 3 views
7 Old Mill at Aycliffe (Mill?)
8 Bishop Auckland Palace Deer Shelter + HT
9 AID at Bowes Museum
10 Croxdale Hall Barn
11 Croxdale Old Church
12 Darlington County Hall
13-15 Hardwick Folly, 3 views
16 Hardwick Follies from a distance
17 Jarrow Chancel
18 Jarrow Monastery
19 Jarrow Slake
20-22 Langley Hall, 3 views
23 Low Butterby Ponds
24 Lumley Castle
25 Norton Font, looking East
26 Norton Font + East Window
27 Raby Walled Gardens and Cricket
28 Raby Gardens
29 Raby Castle from West
30 Fallow + Red Deer at Raby
31 Raby Castle from South
32-33 Washington Old Hall, 2 views
34-37 Wear Valley from High Butterby, 4 views
38 Looking down Wear Valley
39 Karoma at Wolsingham Sanatorium April 1963
40 MRH and Karoma at Wolsingham Hospital April 1963
41 On road from Wolsingham to Durham April 1963 in car at speed
41 x 35mm colour slides in card or plastic mounts

AID D2/1/1-17  [1960s - 1970s]
Lisbon and the English College views.
1 Lisbon English College church
2-3 Lisbon English College facade, 2 views
4-7 Lisbon English College garden, 4 views
8 Lisbon English College hall and door
9-10 Lisbon English College sundial 1732, 2 views
11 Wall of English College Lisbon
12 Lisbon English College Windows
13-15 Lisbon English College yard, 3 views
16-17 Lisbon from English College, 2 views
17 x 35mm colour slides in card or plastic mounts
AID D2/2/1-155 [1960s - 1970s]
Durham University, Durham Cathedral Library, Ushaw College, British Library and National Library of Scotland manuscripts.
1 Cosin V.V.12 Cressener
2 Cosin V.III.9 Hoccleve Top Rev
3 Cosin V.III.9, f.26v
4 Cosin V.III.9, f.95r Hoccleve Envoy to John Beaufort
5 Cosin V.III.8 Passion
6 Cosin V.III.6 Simeon original AID
7 Cosin V.II.6 Simeon original AID
8 Cosin V.III.6 Simeon, f.11r
9 Cosin V.II.2, f.1r
10 Cosin V.II.13, CH. T+C
11 Cosin V.II.17, f.35r, N France S.XIII EX, Ogier de Danemethene
12 Cosin V.IV.7 Signs of Zodiac (XV Med) S Payle
13 Cosin V.III.8 Stimulus
14 Cosin V.III.1 Laurence cf. Klee!
15 Cosin V.V.6 Puer Natus
16 Cosin V.V.6 Gloria
17 Cosin V.V.6, f.13r
18 Cosin V.V.6, f.79r
19 Cosin V.V.6, f.30r
20 Cosin V.V.6, f.11r
21 Cosin V.III.1, f.22v-23r(?)
22 Cosin V.III.1, f.42v Initial
23 Cosin V.II.13, f.42v
24 Cosin V.III.1, f.84 Laurence initial O.
25 S. XII EX Simeon
26 DUL SR P Doriandus
27 Cosin V.II.5 Anglicana S-XIV med
28 Cosin Albertanus Text + Ang’L
29 DUL SR Hybrida + Cursiva
30 Cosin Decretal to Durham
31 Public Record Office Crown Copyright. Duchy of Lancaster Great Cowcher Book, 13th-14th centuries
33 Bishop Hatfield’s Seal – Equestrian, 1071, Cathedral Archives
34 Cosin V.II.2, f.63r
36 Cosin V.III.6, c.1400, Lollard Dialogue
37 Cosin ? V.I.5, Lombard 4????
38 Cosin V.I.5, Lombard, 4book??
39 Cosin V.I.8 Graystanis
40 Cosin V.II.13 Pontifical
41 M& 5.89f
42 Cosin
43 Cosin Angl, Text + mixed
44 Cosin V.III.5
45 M& 5.27f Lichfield Master
46 Cosin Isidore
47 Cosin V.I.7 R. Waltham Illumination
48 Cosin Origen Homilies Cistercian, late 12th century
49 Cosin V?? Origen Homilies Cistercian, late 12th century
50 Cosin V.II.8 ?Late 13th century [Durham by 15th c. Corrections] Odo of Kent Sermons
51 Cosin V.V.8, f.1 Origen & Bernard Late 12th century
52 Cosin V.II.4 Bury St. Edmund
53 Cosin V.I.11 late 12th century, Rievaulx?
54 AID H.de S.V & flyleaf, CUTS lib. Germanlee S.XIV/XIV
55 AID H.de S.V &
56 AID H.de S.V & German S. XIV.EX
57 Transparency referred to in 48.
58 Public Record Office Crown Copyright. T.55 VALOR ECCLESIASTICUS, 1535 Label
59 DCL Hunter Ms 123
60 Mortuary Roll 353
61 Cosin?? V.I.8
62 *****Cosin V.I.9 G. De Rome top Half f.1R*****
63 Cosin V.V.3 Bury St. Edmund Sermones
64 Cosin V.II.1? f73??
65 Cosin V.III.16 Textura + Hybrida
66 Bamburgh SEL 6
67 ???Blantyre Psalter??
68 Bamburgh SEL 6
69 Hoccleve East Page
70 Cosin V.V.6 f.13r
71 Cosin V.V.6 f.30r
72 DCL Ms A.I.3 1919, f.178r
73 DCL Ms A.I.3 1931, f.148v
74 MSP Ms 27, Durham UL
75 DCL Ms A.IV.35, Durham Bp (St Aidan?)
76 DCL Ms A.II.1 vol.3 f.116 Pudsey Bible Ecclesiastes
77 Durham K10115, Hard 4664 £125, Coldingham Brev????
78 Durham K10120, Tit A.II. f5v
79 Durham MM.3.14 f.89r, Fr. W. De Killerby
80 DCL Ms A.I.3 352
81 Bamburgh SEL 6, Scottish Psalter c. 1290, Augustinian Beatus
82 Bamburgh SEL 6
83 Bamburgh SEL 6 Psalter Q
84 DCL Ms A.II.1 vol.3, f.131v Pudsey Bible Macabees
85 DCL Ms A.II.1 vol.3 f.131v Pudsey Bible Macabees initial
86 DCL Ms A.II.1 f.4 (vol. 3) Parabole Salamonis
87 Bamburgh SEL 6 Psalter
88 Bamburgh SEL 6 Kalendar
89 DCL Ms B
90 Cosin V.V.6 Spiritus
91 DCL Ms A.II.19 BEF 1195 already Gothic
92 ???f.7R
93 Public Record Office Crown Copyright, T.70 Domesday Book, larger volume, 1086
94 Transparency referred to in 93
96 Public Record Office Crown Copyright, T.69 Domesday Book, smaller volume, 1086.
97 Transparency referred to in 21.
98 DCL Ms A.II.4 f.87v detail
99 DCL Ms A.IV.35 foredge painting (St.C?)
100 DCL Ms A.I.1 f.94v of vol 3 Pudsey Bible Prophet Ezra
101 DCL Ms A.IV.34 unbound Ms
102 DCL Ms A.IV.35 St Oswald
103 DCL Ms A.II.17
104 BL Cotton Ms Nero D.1V Lindisfarne Gospels f.10r. Canon Table
105 Cosin V.III.24 Mid 15th century East Anglian cancelled correction
106 Cosin V.I.13 Speculum exemplare
107 Cosin C.I.12.f.65V Rul? and Rolle
108 Cosin T Clare of Bury St. Edmund
109 Cosin V.V.5 Horae Sarum Dutch Artist Mid 15th century
110 Cosin V.I.13 Suso's turologium(????) unusual ???
111 Cosin V.I.10 Mandeville
112 Cosin V.I.10 f.1 top half Mandeville
113 Cosin V.IV.7
114 Bamburgh SEL 6 Psalter
115 Cosin V.V.5 Horae Sarum Dutch Artist Mid-15th Century
116 Cosin Philobiblon
117 Cosin V.II.13 T+C
118 Cosin Sermones
119 Cosin V.V.18 13th century, Bible Lat, Cambridge Caution in 15th Century
120 Cosin V.V.17 Not Eng? Bible 13th century James IV Scot’s
121 Cosin V.I.8
122 Cosin V.II.17 f.55r ??? de Danema?
123 Cosin V.I.13 Corrections and signature
124 Cosin V.V.17 Bible 13th century
125 Cosin V.III.13 Pontificale
126 Cosin V.II.8 Binding (S.XIII)
127 Cosin V.I.11 Achard de St Victor, Late 12th century, Rievaulx?
128 Cosin V.II.9 Binding c.1500 Canterbury
129 Cosin V.IV.4?? St. Barbara
130 Cosin V.IV.4 St. Barbara detail
131 Cosin V.II.16 Lydgate’s Life of BVM. Leading copy mid-15th century. Comp Before 1422 with part of martyrologium
132 Cosin V.II.14 f? Lydgate’s Thebes etc. 14304
133 Cosin V.III.9 Hoccleve
134 Cosin V.V.2 A. De Insulis
135 Cosin V.IV.2 T.Olyphant Priest 1477. Northern
136 Cosin V.IV.7
137 BL Cotton Ms Nero D.IV Lindisfarne Gospels f.29r. St Matthew I. 18
138 DCL Ms B
139 DCL Ms A.II.4 f.87v MATT Carilef Bible Norman? 1081-95
140 Ushaw Roll H’s sig + Piety
141 Ushaw Ms 10 f.21v KX SS Katharine +?
142 Ushaw Ms 10 f.25v KX Annunciation
143 Ushaw Ms 10 f.118v KX Christ in Tomb + Tools
144 Ushaw Ms 10 f.15v KX St. Thomas Becket
145 Ushaw Ms 10 f.119r KX
146 Ushaw Ms 14 f.19v Terce scourging
147 Ushaw Ms 14 f.23v Vespers Descent from Cross
148 Ushaw Roll Nails
149 Ushaw Roll S. Erasmus
150 Ushaw P of C verso
151 Ushaw P of C recto
152 Ushaw Roll Trinity
153 Ushaw Roll Crucifixion
154 Ushaw Roll ???
155 Ushaw Roll Emblems
155 x 35mm colour slides in card or plastic mounts

AID D2/3A  [1970s - 1990s]
Images of Durham Palace Green Library buildings and events, including a seminar on Lawrence and Reginald of Durham in Cursitors with Michael Gullick, the Wilson family outside the entrance and in Cosin at a party for the collection, Richard Hill's honorary degree various in academic dress in the Castle courtyard, Wolfson Gallery with banners, the staff room with Jo Fewster and Jane Hogan, Lord Crewe's arms, the searchroom c.1990.
File of BW and colour prints

AID D2/3B  [1970s - 2000s]
Images of Durham city views and events including Guren Adcock and Rosemary Cramp in academic dress, Old Durham, the Puiset boss in the Castle gateway, Bowes House (SJC) inner doorway, Congregational chapel, Martyrs Memorial, Ove Arup's bust unveiling with his daughter 2003, St Mary Magdalen chapel 2000.
File of BW and colour prints

AID D2/3C  1995
AID in Japan, with Richard Linenthal, Toshi Takamiya, Michael Sargent, Norman Blake.
Colour prints

AID D2/3D  [1960s - 2015]
File of BW and colour prints and printouts
Objects

AID E1  1963
Commemorative salver presented to Edward Doyle (father of AID), 'as a tribute to his completion of 60 years loyal and devoted service with Vincent Murphy & Co. 1910-1970', with 8 facsimile signatures, and a valuation of 1 July 1991 by Jeeves the Jewellers of Liverpool; instructed by AID to be used at meetings of the committee overseeing his bequest.
Size: 260mm round x 25mm deep
Silver salver, on 3 feet, hallmarked Sheffield, Chippendale, by Walker and Hal, no.53683

AID E2  2010
Durham University Chancellor's Medal awarded to AID.
Size: 45mm round, altogether 115mm long, in a wallet 75 x 140mm, in a box 30 x 110 x 160mm
Gold medal with gold clasp on a purple ribbon, in a plastic wallet, in a presentation box

AID E3  2014
The Bibliographical Society Gold Medal awarded to AID.
Size: 45mm round, in a box 40 x 85 x 85mm
Gold medal, in a plastic square box

AID E4  [1931]
Image of AID in shorts and shirt, cut out on board and slotted into a wooden mount, stamped '27' on the dorse.
Size: 250 x 120 x 40mm
BW print on wood
Files and books concerning Ian John Charles Foster, (1908-1978, keeper of Oriental books 1958-1973) and his legacy.

AID F1  1947 - 1965
Foster's correspondence with other libraries and librarians 1947-1965
Paper file

AID F2-3  1946 - 1950
Foster's recataloguing of Routh catalogues
2 paper books

AID F4  1991 - 2002
Foster Book Fund Consultative Committee (chaired by AID) minutes, accounts and papers from its inception in 1991
Paper file

AID F5  2003 - 2011
Foster Book Fund Consultative Committee minutes, accounts, with desiderata of books and spare bookplates of Foster
Paper file

AID F6  1948/9
Library staff (Foster, Ramage, Rachael Kuhn, Ruth Bole identified, also Foster with Thacker and K.H. Kuhn, also group at Lazarus's tomb
5 BW prints

AID F7  May 1970
Letters by Foster to the librarian Nance McAulay verified by Foster as written by him when he was in a psycophatic condition
Paper file

AID F8  1989 - 1992
Correspondence with the solicitors Wilson Maddison about the I.J.C. Foster will trust
Paper file

AID F9  1967
Poems by J.A. Alwash in honour of Foster and Claire Kuhn 1967
Paper file

AID F10  1978
Obituaries, and events in memory of Foster including some images of him and his portrait
Paper file

AID F11  1978
Probate of Foster's will and lists of some books procured through his estate
Paper file

AID F12  [c.1970]
Early Christian bibliography, catalogue slips for books in Durham at St Chad's College
Paper file
Teaching files
Comprising notes, photocopies, postcards and offprints for various courses taught by AID, with few syllabuses or administration of the courses.
9 bundles of files

AID G1  1955 - 2000
Paper file

AID G2  [1970s - 1990s]
16th and 17th century printing, with booklists, offprints, photocopies, and some correspondence, with files on:
1. Shakespeare and Elizabethan Literature classes
2. 17th century MA courses
3. Cartography
4. Course for research students on French Books c.1550-1800
5. New books and periodicals
6. 17th century Travel
7. Surreptitious Printing
8. 17th century Scientific and Technical Books
9. 17th century English Books James I
10. 16th and 17th century Printing and Illustration
10 paper files

AID G3  1950 - 1997
Printing type including files on:
1. Sample uncut printed pages
2. Notes on small formats 24 etc in Cosin etc
4. Bibliographical manuscript to print course
4 paper files
AID G4 1947 - [1990s]
Middle English manuscripts
1. Course on the English Book in the Later Middle Ages
2. A Middle English Show for Classes
3-4. Xeroxes/photocopies of examples, with some postcards, and the occasional offprint (Ragnar Furuskog A Collation of the Katherine Group (MS Bodley 34) Studia Neophilologica 19 1946/47 and Angus McIntosh 'A New Approach to English Dialectology' lecture 1959, later published in English Studies (44 1963), book prospectus, Medieval Latin Language Notes by Harrop, Ireland and Danbury
4 paper files

AID G5 1807, 1957 - 1991
Early Printing
1. Catalogues of books (including Alcune Giolitine sulla guide del Bongi annali di gabriel Giolito de Ferrari (Firenze 1957)), prospectuses for books (including C. Stower's The Printers' Grammar (1807)), notices of exhibitions, catalogue for Englandes earliest printers exhibition in the Monks' Dormitory 1976
2. Samples of printing, list of items for a display on printing and connected crafts, postcards with images of printing
2 paper files

AID G6 1950s - 1990s
Old English Manuscripts
1-3. Offprints of articles and papers
4. Photocopies of Old English texts and postcards
5. File about Cathedral Library Ms A.II.17 disbinding
6. S. Keynes, Anglo-Saxon Manuscripts and other items of related interest in the Library of Trinity College Cambridge (Old English Newsletter Subsidia 18, 1992)
8. Course on the English Book before the Conquest
9 paper files

AID G7 1950s - 1990s
Papyrus and membrane and preparation
Including samples of paper and parchment, 1 parchment folio of an illustrated Greek text, notes, course outline, occasional offprints and prospectuses for books, and a scroll for AID
4 paper files

AID G8 [1950s - 1990s]
Medieval Manuscripts
1. Lists, notes and correspondence about medieval medical manuscripts
2. Notes for descriptive catalogue of the medieval manuscripts in DUL, with indexes
3. Pricking, ruling and page/opening design
4. Signatures and catchwords
5. Illumination and decoration, including postcards
6. Medieval manuscripts photocopies and notes
6 paper files
AID G9  1969 - 2006
Codicology: making of the manuscript book, syllabus and topics
1. Booklists, and some course lists
2. Syllabus notes and some course lists
3. Description and transcription, with module description for Richard Gameson's The Archaeology of the Book course
4. Pecia production correspondence and offprints
5. Images of scholars with books and writing implements etc
6. Glossed biblical books 12th-13th centuries
7. Articulation and Ordinatio articles
8. Script, punctuation and transcription
9. Palaeographical and Codicological specimens
9 paper files